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Through the Looking Glass & What Alice Found There
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Key Theme: Inverse Reflection

• Reflection on an alternative world which lies 

on the other side of a mirror

• The familiar bleeds into the very unfamiliar

• Analogy to introduce the impact of   

technological, psychometric & philosophical 

advances on medical education & 

assessment
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The Impact of Technology: AI & Machine-Deep Learning
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• Finance

• Algorithmic trading, personal finance (optimize savings & spending), credit 

worthiness 

• Transportation

• AI-based cars (AI-augmented cars       “self-driving” cars)

• Largest investor in autonomous vehicles?  

• Music
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The Impact of Technology: AI/Machine-Deep Learning in Medicine
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• Watson for oncology to augment treatment plans

• Watson for clinical trial matching to improve screening 
efficiency to promote effective patient recruitment for trials

• Watson for genomics for targeted precision oncology 
treatment

• Robotic pets to promote stimulation & interaction (e.g., 
CVAs)

• Humanoid robots to improve neuropsychiatric symptoms 
of patients with dementia & to provide basic care

• Over 1,650 AI-based companies in medicine

• Over 85% of health-care companies use some form of AI

• Average spend on AI is US$38,000,000
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The Impact of Technology in Medical Education: Modalities
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• Mechanisms through which learning 
occurs has shifted

• From traditional (paper-based) to 
electronic media
◦ Tablet & mobile device-based learning is 

ubiquitous (e.g., MedPage Today, 
QuantiaMD, etc.)
– Linear to exponential growth of 

knowledge in medicine
– In 2020, medical knowledge is expected 

to double every 0.2 years (73 days)
– “Static” transfer of knowledge

◦ AI/deep learning is transforming the way 
medical students learn & the means by 
which physicians will continue to learn
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The Impact of Technology in Medical Education: Pedagogy
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• From a traditional view of education

• Teacher-centered with discrete 

outcomes (e.g., high exam scores) as 

main goal

• To alternate models which stress 

learning, retention, transfer & integration 

of knowledge & skills using a host of 

assessment modalities that reflect 

modern educational frameworks (e.g., 

competency by design)
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The Impact of Technology in Assessment: Vocabulary
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Artificial intelligence = Using a machine to mimic the cognitive functions of a human

Machine learning = Subset of AI where a machine receives data & learns by itself, improving the algorithm 

along the way (task specific)

Deep learning = Subset of ML that uses artificial neural networks to mimic biological neural networks, 

based on learning data representations (not task-specific); deep = multiple non-linear, recursive layers of 

processing
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The Impact of Technology in Assessment: Machine Learning
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• Supervised machine learning

• A software package infers automated scoring rules for specific 

problems based on examples of student work ratings/gradings 

provided by instructors 

• A number of algorithms can be used to create this automated 

scoring rule including

◦ Linear/logistic regression, Decision Tree, SVM, Naive Bayes, etc.

• Supervised learning used extensively to grade essays, short-

answer items as well as more complex computer-based patient 

management tasks
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The Impact of Technology in Assessment: Machine Learning
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• Supervised machine learning

• The appeal of AI assessment lies in its efficiency & consistency in 

applying the same criteria across students

• Possibility of offering immediate & detailed feedback on 

performance to students

• Real challenge & potential payoff of AI for assessment purposes 

resides in unsupervised learning
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The Impact of Technology in Assessment: Machine Learning
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• Unsupervised machine learning

• In unsupervised learning, we have input data (e.g., SOAP notes) 

but no outcome data (e.g., global ratings)

• The goal of unsupervised learning is to model the underlying 

structure of the data

• Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised learning algorithms are 

left to their own device to explore & present these data structures

• Typically, clustering & association rules are used to arrive at the 

data structures
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The Impact of Technology in Assessment: Machine Learning
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• Unsupervised machine learning

• E.g., Fiorini et al. (2017). Unsupervised Machine Learning for 
Developing Personalised Behaviour Models Using Activity Data, 
Sensors, 17(5), 1034.

• AI system analyzed data from low-level sensors installed in the home 
of the frail elderly

• Three sensors, 55 days of activity, 17 elderly individuals

• Identified baseline behavioral patterns (“activity levels over different 
times of the day”) with models that are >85% accurate

• Might lead to customized & cost-efficient care plans
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The Impact of Technology in Assessment: Machine Learning
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• Semi-supervised machine learning

• Semi-supervised learning might constitute the most realistic solution 
to assessment problems in the short- to medium-term

• In semi-supervised learning, a small amount of labeled (coded) data is 
provided to the AI engine with the vast majority being unlabeled 

• The small amount of prior information (labeled) leads to considerable 
improvement in learning accuracy

• “Collaboration” that incorporates both human judgment &  
computational strength of AI

• E.g., concept learning (classifying items)
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Education & Assessment As Willing Partners
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• Evolution of learning models & technologies not completely mirrored by 
similar changes in educational assessment

• Though novel & more complex tasks have been developed, by & large, assessment 
is still “episodic, physician-centric, individually tailored” with traditional modalities 
(MCQs, OSCEs, static/linear representations of materials on screen)

• Educational assessment must evolve alongside learning models/technologies or 
risk fostering an antagonistic relationship

• Competencies that will be critical to assess in medical education (AMA)
• Inquiry & improvement (“dealing with uncertainty with big data”)
• Interdependency (“working in teams”)
• Information management (“informatics”)
• Interest & insight (“patient-centered care”)
• Involvement (“adding life to years & not just years to life”)

• How well do we assess these competencies?
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Rethinking the Nuts & Bolts of Assessment
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• Reconceptualising assessment

• Over the past two decades, thought & activity aimed at proposing 

models of assessment & related processes that are:

◦ More transparent & flexible

◦ Better linked to learning activities

◦ More informative from an educational standpoint

• Revisitation of assessment’s raison d’être 

• What world lies on the other side of the assessment mirror?
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Rethinking the Nuts & Bolts of Assessment
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• Assessment paradigm shift

• Programmatic assessment (van der Vleuten et 
al., 2012)

• Post-modern test theory (Mislevy, 1997)

• Cognitively-based assessment of, for & as 
learning (CBAL [Bennett, 2010])

• Use of technology to improve

• Test development practices (automated item 
generation [AIG])

• Marking of open-ended responses & narrative 
text
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Assessment Paradigm Shift
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• Increasing dissatisfaction with established educational 

assessment models

• Candidate’s “true” competency level can be measured with 

standardized, context-free tools & further confirmed by highly 

reproducible, unambiguous, statistical results

• Linear relationship between learning & assessment

◦ Discrete, episodic hurdles to overcome

• Unlinked assessments
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Assessment Paradigm Shift
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• Concerns

• Lack of overarching framework (program) to guide the design of the 
assessment tools along an educational continuum

◦ Plea for a macroscopic rather than microscopic view of assessment (de 
Rosnay, 1979)

• Reductionist lens that is applied to what is a complex, adaptive system 
with interconnected components & dynamic relationships

• Missed opportunity to view learning & assessment in a rich, recursive 
relationship

◦ Both activities can dynamically inform each other
◦ Feed forwarding information

• Programmatic assessment is the embodiment of this philosophy
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Practical Implications of Programmatic Assessment
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• Programmatic assessment is predicated on more frequent & 
flexible assessment via a variety of tools:

• Traditional exam formats
• Lower-stakes, in-practice observations
• Narratives, etc.

• This shift impacts core assessment tasks including test 
development & scoring activities

• Assessments need to be developed, administered & scored more 
frequently

• How is technology helping the MCC optimize test development & 
scoring activities to better support programmatic assessment?

• AIG & automated marking as examples
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Medical Council of Canada
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• Located in Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada

• Organization responsible for:

• Developing, administering & 
scoring exams used to 
license physicians in Canada

• Verifying & storing physician 
credentials

• Maintaining the Canadian 
Medical Register, in which 
medical graduates are 
inscribed when they fulfill our 
requirements
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MCC Centenary: 2012
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Re-examine & reassess current exams & 
assessment practices

• To continue to deliver exams that adhere to best 
practice 
• To assure the Canadian public their physicians are 

competent in delivering safe & high-quality care

Assessment Review Task Force (ARTF)

• Created in 2009 to undertake “a strategic review of 
the MCC’s assessment processes with a clear 
focus on their purposes and objectives, their 
structure and their alignment with MCC’s major 
stakeholder requirements”
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The ARTF Report: 2011
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Recommendation #3

• The timing for taking the MCC Qualifying 

Examination (MCCQE) Parts I & II & the frequency 

with which they are offered, be revisited by exploring:

◦ Options that allow more flexibility in scheduling all of 

the MCC examinations

◦ Models that are consistent with competency-by-

design educational frameworks in medicine
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The ARTF Report: 2011
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Offering our exams more frequently & with 

greater flexibility is predicated in part on:

• Increasing our item pool using automated item 

generation (AIG)

• Supplementing/re-envisioning current MCC test 

development processes to create larger pools of items in 

targeted areas

• How can we use computer technology to 

improve critical aspects of assessment 

including item development?
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MCCQE Part I
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• First component:

• Composed of 175 A-type, computer-delivered MCQs

• MCQs balanced by Physician Activities and Dimensions of Care

• 3.5 hours

• Second component:

• 30 clinical decision-making cases (testlets)

• Includes short-menu and short-answer (“write-ins”) items

• Cases balanced by Physician Activities and Dimensions of Care

• Taken in the final year of the MD degree prior to entry into 

supervised training (residency)
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Automated Item Generation (AIG): What Is It?
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• AIG is the process of using models to 

generate test items with the aid of 

computer technology

• AIG uses a three-stage process for 

generating items where the cognitive 

mechanism required to solve the items is 

identified & manipulated using computer 

technology to create new items
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The Item Development World: Present vs. Future?
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Present Future?
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Automated Item Generation (AIG): Cognitive Map

27
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Automated Item Generation (AIG): Cognitive Map
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• Complex diagram that highlights knowledge, skills & content 

required to make a medical diagnosis or manage a patient

• The model includes three key activities:

1. Identifying THE PROBLEM (i.e., post-operative fever)

2. Specifying SOURCES OF INFORMATION  required to diagnose 

the problem (i.e., type of surgery)

3. Describing KEY FEATURES within each information source (e.g., 

fever) needed to create different instances of the problem
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Automated Item Generation (AIG): Item Model
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• Next, we create item models using the cognitive map content;  
an item model is a template or a mould of the assessment task 
(i.e., it’s a target where we want to place the content for the item)

A 54-year-old woman has a <TYPE OF FEVER>. On post-operative day 
<TIMING OF FEVER>, the patient has a temperature of 38.5°C.  Physical 
examination reveals <PHYSICAL EXAMINATION>.  Which one of the 
following is the best next step?

<TYPE OF FEVER> Gastrectomy, right hemicolectomy, left hemicolectomy, 

appendectomy, laparoscopic cholecystectomy

<TIMING OF FEVER> One to six days

<PHYSICAL EXAMINATION> Red & tender wound, guarding & rebound, abdominal 

tenderness, calf tenderness
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Automated Item Generation (AIG) with IGOR
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• After the item model is specified, the 

information is systematically combined to 

produce new items

• To accomplish this complex, combinatoric 

task, an item generation software called 

IGOR (Item GeneratOR) was created

• IGOR was programmed using Sun 

Microsystems JAVA
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Automated Item Generation (AIG): Early Lessons Learned
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Usefulness of distractors:

• Early attempts at AIG generated items which on occasion had 

(medically) non-plausible distractors

• Engine was recoded to allow greater control over distractor 

combinations & more complex relationships

• Lai, H., Gierl, M.J., Touchie, C., Pugh, D., Boulais, A.P., De Champlain, 

A.F. (2016).  Using automatic item generation to improve the quality of 

MCQ distractors.  Teaching and Learning in Medicine, 28, 166-173.
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Automated Item Generation (AIG): Early Lessons Learned
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Complexity of coding:

• Earlier efforts at creating/revising cognitive maps in IGOR were heavily 

dependent on U of A collaborators

• Code was complex & not amenable to on-the-fly revisions

• Period of several weeks required to recode the maps & regenerate 

items for review

• To resolve this problem, the MCC & U of A developed an interface (Item 

Butler) that allows test committee members to create their own 

cognitive models, revise them on-site & generate/revise samples of 

items for review
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Conclusions

34

• Based on expert content review, AIG items are indistinguishable from 
their committee-developed counterparts

• AIG items are slightly easier & more discriminating than traditional 
items

• Content match was not perfect

• Self-selection effects (AIG)?

◦ Clearest clinical problems selected

• AIG item distractors are stronger

• Modality contributes virtually no measurement error

• Unanticipated (positive) consequence of implementing AIG

• Improvement in item writing practices
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Operational Challenge
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• Finding pretest slots for all AIG generated 
items is impossible

• Thousands of items can be generated from 
a single cognitive map

• Rethink item pretesting process?

• Move from microscopic (item-level) to 
macroscopic (map-level) review process?

• Can we validate a cognitive map as 
opposed to individual items?

International Test Commission Conference – Montréal, QC – July 2-5, 2018
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Present & Future Research
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• Three broad directions

• Assess the feasibility of using AIG with OSCE stations 
for the MCCQE Part II & NAC Examination

◦ To support more frequent administrations in a 
centralized delivery model

• Use classification & regression tree analysis to help us 
to better model the performance of AIG items in the 
future

• Systematize the elements of a cognitive map to 
assess whether better & more targeted feedback can 
be provided to candidates



AUTOMATED MARKING: (VERY) EARLY RESULTS
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MCC Development Activities: CDM Automated Marking
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• The “realities” of the MCCQE Part I circa 2019 - future

• ~ 50 % increase in the number of candidates

• ~ 40 % increase in the number of CDM write-in responses

• Up to five exam sessions per annum

• Considerably shorter lag time for scoring & reporting

• Challenge: Current human-based marking approach is unsustainable 

in the future, even with the implementation of the Aggregator 

application

• Solution: Develop & implement a reliable, valid & efficient process to 

score short-answer items (e.g., CDM write-ins) using NLP
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MCC Development Activities: CDM Automated Marking
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• MCC completed a number of pilot studies in this area since 2014

• Results were encouraging

• E.g., for > 90% of candidates, P/F status was identical whether 

CDM write-ins were scored by machine or human

• However, method is not generalizable to all CDM write-ins

• E.g., French items, more complex polytomous items, etc.

• Program used (LightSide) was not customizable

• Broader conceptual framework is needed
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MCC Development Activities: CDM Automated Marking
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• New process will be using Python 
programming language

• Major impediment to implenting any 
automated marking strategy

• Spelling variations (mistakes)
◦ Delirium - Delerium
◦ Acetaminophen – Acetominophen
◦ Etc.

• How can we improve (automated) marking 
accuracy to capture spelling variations?

• Bayesian statistics meets NLP - the Norvig 
spelling corrector
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MCC Development Activities: CDM Automated Marking
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The Norvig spelling corrector (in an nutshell)

• Identify a correction c, out of all possible 

candidate corrections, that maximizes the 

probability that c is the intended correction, 

given the original word w

• Assess the likelihood of a correct word 

given the original word (if known) or list of 

possible words at edit distance one away, 

two away, etc. 
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MCC Development Activities: CDM Automated Marking
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• An example – “Acress”

• Generate “candidates”

◦ Words with similar spelling (small 

edit distance to error)

• Examine context (does the 

correction make sense within a 

phrase?)

• How frequently do candidates 

occur in the English or French 

languages?
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MCC Development Activities: CDM Automated Marking

Words Within One Distance of Error (An Example: “Acress”)

43

Error
Candidate 

Correction 
Correct Letter Error Letter Type of Error

Acress Actress t - Deletion

Acress Cress - a Insertion

Acress Caress ca ac Transposition

Acress Access c r Substitution

Acress Across o e Substitution

Acress Acres - s Insertion
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MCC Development Activities: CDM Automated Marking
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• How might this work?

• Using a text corpus (empirical 

responses, general dictionary, 

medical dictionary, etc.)

◦ Generate all possible corrections 

at 1 error & 2 error distances

– Not much to be gained by going 

beyond 2 distances

◦ Find corpus words that share the 

most k-grams (e.g., syllables, 

letters) with error

◦ Select most likely correction
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Preliminary Analyses: Conditions

• 60 open-ended CDM items

• Condition # 1: Text matching

• Text processing: Remove punctuations, lowercase, remove extra 
whitespaces

• Feature extraction + classifier: All responses provided by item bank
◦ E.g., if ‘lumbar puncture’ in %Candidate response%: THEN 1 ELSE 0

• Condition # 2: Multiclass algorithm

• Text processing: Remove punctuations, lowercase, remove extra 
whitespaces

• Feature extraction: Count vectorizer
• Decision tree classifier to train the machine to score

45
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Count Vectorizer

• Correct answer: ‘Blood culture and lumbar puncture’

• Unigrams:

• Blood, culture, and, lumbar, puncture

• Bigrams:

• Blood culture, culture and, and lumbar, lumbar puncture

• Trigrams:

• Blood culture and, culture and lumbar, and lumbar puncture

46
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Preliminary Analyses: Conditions
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• Condition #3: Multiclass + Norvig corrector

• Text processing: Remove punctuations, lowercase, remove 

extra whitespaces + Norvig corrector with Wikipedia medical 

dictionary

• Feature extraction: Count vectorizer

• Decision tree classifier to train the machine to score
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Preliminary Findings
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% Agreement

with Human

Description Dataset Mean SD Min Max

1. Baseline model/perfect text matching Train 0.70 0.24 0.11 1.00

2. Baseline model/perfect text matching Test 0.72 0.22 0.10 1.00

3. Decision tree classifier Train 0.90 0.11 0.41 1.00

4. Decision tree classifier Test 0.86 0.12 0.51 1.00

5. Decision tree classifier + Norvig/Wikipedia Train 0.91 0.11 0.41 1.00

6. Decision tree classifier + Norvig/Wikipedia Test 0.87 0.12 0.51 1.00
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Preliminary Findings

49
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Preliminary Findings

50

Kappa Agreement

with Human Marking

Description Dataset Mean SD Min Max

1. Baseline model/perfect text matching Train 0.41 0.30 0.01 0.99

2. Baseline model/perfect text matching Test 0.43 0.30 0.00 0.99

3. Decision tree classifier Train 0.72 0.24 0.02 0.99

4. Decision tree classifier Test 0.64 0.25 0.00 0.99

5. Decision tree classifier + Norvig/Wikipedia Train 0.73 0.26 0.00 1.00

6. Decision tree classifier + Norvig/Wikipedia Test 0.66 0.28 0.00 0.99
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MCC Development Activities: CDM Automated Marking
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• Next steps

• Continue to apply our marking strategy to the entirety of the CDM item 
bank to identify items that are more (& less) amenable to automated 
scoring

• Develop & refine item-based dictionaries 

◦ Current approach uses the same text corpus for all items

• Develop an operational framework to guide the use of automated marking 

◦ “Stopping rule” for the use of automated marking
– E.g., 80% of open-responses match human marking

– Forward remaining 20% of items for human marking

– 80% of the items require 20% development time; remaining 20% of the items 
may require 80% development time
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Final Thoughts
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• In presence of “big data”, medical decision making has become incredibly 
complex

• Impossible for physicians to cognitively contend with this complexity
◦ Doctors can’t “learn more” & “work harder”
◦ Some argue there is a “profound mismatch between medical complexity 

and the human mind’s abilities” (Obermeyer & Lee, NEJM – September 
2017)

• Same holds true with assessment & measurement models

• Current psychometric models do well with the kind of data we collect using 
traditional tools but they do poorly with sparse & unstructured data

• Deep learning will potentially uncover data structures that humans (& 
current human-developed models) simply can’t identify

• Predicated on the development of new ways & systems for creating more 
authentic & complex learning/testing scenarios

• In that instance, technology is the only viable solution
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Final Thoughts
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• Computer technology is not the problem but the solution

• The use of diagnostic, management, data mining & summarization 
algorithms is/will drastically alter(ing) medical education & assessment 
(not to mention clinical medicine!)

• The physician’s role will be even more critical in regard to the 
introduction, evaluation & best use of these technologies in their role as 
“health advisor & knowledge navigator” 

• AI in medicine (& assessment) will be a “team sport” predicated on a 
set of new competencies (statistics, computer sciences, etc.) 
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André F. De Champlain, PhD
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